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SGA, BOV elections 
go into run-qffs, voters 
get extra week to pick 
II RACHANA DIXIT 
NEWS innoR 
The 2006 student body major elections 
mil result in a run-off April 6 for all contested 
puMbons, which includes student body pres- 
ident vice president of administrabve affairs 
and student represenlahve to the Board of 
Visitors. 
Sophomore Brandon Kickel and junior 
Ryan Powell will be vying for the presiden- 
cy; junior Teddy McNab and sophomore Lee 
Brooks an? running for the vice president of 
administrabve affairs position, and sopho- 
mores Stacy Fuller and Robert Roodhouse 
will be contenders for the student represen- 
tative to the Board of Visttorv 
funior Aimee Opicchio and sophomore 
Robert Burden ran uncontested for the vice 
president of student affairs and treasurer of- 
fices. 
Sophomore Matt Winer, a co-chair of the 
2U*> Klecbons Commission, said a run-off 
election is held after the first round when 
one candidate running for a specific position 
does not obtain 51 percent of the vote. 
The top two vote-getting candidates then 
go into the run-off, which in this case will re- 
quire one more week of campaigning. Cam- 
paigning and election policy rules remain the 
same during the run-off period as well. 
During the first round of elections, Eickel 
and Powell obtained 1,220 and 1,024 votes, 
respectively. Brooks and McNab ran a bght 
race as well, receiving 1,111 and 1,041 votes. 
A margin of 36 votes divided Fuller and 
Roodhouse, who each obtained 1,015 and 
979 votes. 
Junior Betsy Anderson, the other co-chair 
of the Elections Commission, said. "It's very 
hard to obtain over fifty percent |of the votes) 
with three equally qualified candidates." 
str VOTE, page 3 LAl'RHN VMTUartdiretlor 
A Tuition Addition 
■v JACKIE COLE 
$JAff WHITE* 
With tuition rates on the nse 
across (he nation, students and 
parents are being forced to pinch 
every penny. For out-of-state stu- 
dents attending |MU, this Ism 
has become increasingly perti- 
nent. 
Recently, summer tuition in- 
creased 25 percent for out-of-state 
students. Ip a meeting held (an. 
6, the Board of Visitors approved 
the increase. 
Summer session tuition 
and fees {per credit hour) were 
changed to the following: for un- 
dergraduate Virginia residents, 
$144 and for non-residents, $488 
per credit hour. 
Brad Barnett, senior associate 
director for the Office of Finan- 
cial Aid and Scholarships, said, 
'The only forms of financial aid 
offered by our office for the sum- 
mer enmllment penod come from 
the federal aid programs." 
He added, "The state and 
institutional grant dollars we 
award are not available for sum- 
mer school expenses, as these are 
academic year aid programs." 
According to the BOV, tuition 
and fee increases are based on 
what the university thinks it will 
need to operate along with what 
the market will bear. 
Diane Stamp, budget direc- 
tor for the Office of Resource 
Management, said the increase in 
tuition will cover faculty salary 
and fringe benefit increases. ,i,| 
ditional operating expenses for 
faculty and increased utility and 
university operating costs. 
Student representative to the 
BOV Stephanie Genco said, 'The 
market allowed for an increase 
that still kept our prices very low 
EVIN SHOAPAND I.Al 'REN PACK/%rruor photograph,-, and m dfr* ft ■ 
in relation to other schools. In 
this case, the market played a 
large part in making the deci- 
sion to raise summer tuition.'' 
However, some JMU stu- 
dents are still voicing concern 
over the notable tuition in- 
crease. 
Sophomore Christian Hopp 
said, "It is important to realize 
that the gap between in* and 
out of state tuition is increasing 
every year 
"Also, education should be 
something beneficial for every 
individual and society," he said, 
"But it seems a little irrational to 
have to pay back student loans 
until you retire." 
Genco goes on further to 
explain that over the past 10 
years, the Virginia General As- 
sembly has failed to meet their 
promises to fund higher educa- 
tion to base adequacy levels. 
Adequate funding, she said, 
would lower the amount stu- 
dents would have to pay out of 
pocket. 
Since the state isn't really 
holding up its end of the deal," 
Genco said, "All students have 
to pay more, including out-of- 
staters." 
She added, 'The Common- 
wealth has gone fnrni paying 
seventy-one percent of the cost 
of educating a student to today's 
rate of forty-five percent." 
Genco visited Richmond 
with the Student Government 
AJKN latton in order to urge 
legislators to fund higher edu- 
cation in Virginia. She believes 
it will take more pushing hrom 
students on campus to see tu- 
ition rates go down in the fu- 
ture. 
Diversity bill passes 
unanimously in SGA 
Sen. McNab authors 
legislation to bring 
minority voice 
■Y AMANDA WILSON 
cownuMfiwc WRITE* 
When juniorsenatorTeddy McNab 
transferred to JMU, he said he felt a 
little uncomfortable about the small 
number of "students from all walks of 
life." So, he is trying to change it 
He sat in his room one night and 
wrote a bill that was passed unani- 
mously on March 21 after collecting 
1,7(10 signatures on a petition pro- 
posed by the Student Government 
Diversity Committee. 
McNab said the legislation was 
not introduced to impose quotas. 
"It's not as if we call for a five 
percent    increase   of   any    rft I 
1 
McNab said. "It's a voice to further 
support the administration's efforts 
in recruiting minorities." 
The diversity bill is designed to 
support administrator's efforts to 
include a campus of students from 
diverse backgrounds. For this bill 
to truly affect the |MU campus, the 
student body must take action 
One way students are getting in- 
volved is through JMU SGA's diver- 
sity committee. The diversity com- 
mittee plans to increase awareness 
of diversity on campus and also 
focus on the recruitment of prospec- 
tive students. 
Since 2003, the numbers of mi- 
norities enrolled at JMU have in- 
creased somewhat. Currently, there 
are about 560 African-Americans, 
Up ffOOl 539 three years ago. The 
population of Asian-Americans on 
campus also has increased from 737 
to 775. 
Art Dean, Director of the Center 
of Multicultural Student Servic- 
es, can testify to changes in the 
diversity of JMU. Dean attributes 
this increase to the implementa- 
tion of a diversity initiative in 
2004. With the implementation 
the diversity initiative in the 
spring of 2004, there has been 
an increase in the Asian, African 
and Jewish student body over 
the last few years. 
"I'm expecting the trend to 
continue," Dean said. 
McNab said he believes dai- 
ly interaction between students 
will only help foster understand 
ing and growth. 
"I truly believe in my heart 
that a key for students to grow 
and flourish at JMU," McNab 
said in an e-mail addressed 
to school administrators. Is 
through personal interaction, 
open dialogue discussions and 
a healthier representation ol stu- 
dents from all walks of life." 
Sen. Teddy 
McNab 
authored 
a bill on 
diversity 
meant to 
raise the 
number of 
minority 
students 
.it JMU 
Currently, 
out of 
■round 
16,500 
studenta, 
there are 
only 560 
African- 
Americans 
— an 
Increase of 
only 21 stu- 
dents since 
2003. 
I 
New SAT 
not so 
improved 
*t Mums PATRICK 
CON7TUBU77W IVWTEK 
Errors in scoring the new- 
SAT has resulted in controversy 
over the accuracy awarding merit 
scholarships to imoming college 
freshmen. 
The College Board, which now 
administers the test on a grad- 
ing scale of 2400 points instead of 
16% revealed in a March 2ft New 
NrA Tbna article that "Because of 
technical problems in scanning the 
October exam, the scores of more 
than 5,000 students were inaccu- 
ratcU reported." 
In the article, college officials 
••aid. At many colleges, the big- 
gest Imped ot the mistakes made 
by the College Board will be on 
eligibiliU tor scholarships, not on 
admissions" 
Dennis I rotter of franklin and 
Marshall College added, "I know 
it is really hard for the public to un- 
derstand why fifty points can make 
a difference, but when it comes 
down to it, we might be looking at 
two hundred students who might 
qualify for these scholarships and 
they go head to head 
In contrast, the consequence 
of the Vrmrs on maiming JMU 
freshmen is "non-existent" said 
JMU assistant director of Admis- 
sions Sarah Schaeffer, "Because 
the scholarships have not been 
awarded." 
JMU will offer approximately 
80 merit scholarships this year, 
the majontv fmm the Honors Pro- 
gram, and the rest through subject 
departments. 
JMU Director of Admissions 
Michael Walsh teels that the im- 
pact of the errors was not of the 
highest importance in the award- 
ing of the available JMU scholar- 
ships because it is not a process 
solely based on numbers 
"We take a holistic appmach 
with bodi admission decisions and 
scholarship decisions," Walsh said. 
Schaeffer teels that (Ml ad- 
missions were not affected by the 
cnors. 
I he College Board immedi- 
ately notified colleges about the er- 
rors," Schaeffer said. Their quick 
response was ven appropnate. 
We made sure to double-check the 
affected records." 
In the Tbm article. Christine A. 
Halloran. an assistant director of 
admissions .it the (. ollege of New 
|erse\ .ailed the sconng revisions 
"a nonevent in terms ot admissions 
because much of the decision-mak- 
ing is based on the strength of the 
academic transcript." 
In regards to the new SATs' ef- 
lect on the errors, Schaeffer said, "I 
do not think it has anything to do 
with it. They administer so many 
tests each year, I think thev have a 
good understanding of what they 
are doing — even with the new 
test. 
I hen- is ,i lot ot anxiety over 
switching the style of the exam 
because people are afraid of the 
word 'change','' she said. "People 
an- more likel\ to make a big deal 
what is really a small error." 
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POLICE LOG 
HI ALICIA Sii i/i K  / \IIIH iwm 
Larceny 
A JMU student reported the theft ol a wallet con- 
taining a JAC Card and credit cards Irom an un- 
attended Bag at PC Dukes March 22 at 3 p.m 
Property Damage 
A JMU employee reported two white males rid- 
ing bicycles along a rock wall at Shorts Hall, 
then riding into a tree in the courtyard, breaking 
several tree branches March 29 at 3 19 p.m. 
Drunk In Public 
A non-student was charged with drunk in public 
at Chandler Hall March 30 at 5 02 a.m. 
Number ol drunk in publics since Aug 29 70 
DIM DAYS Events 
The Bluestone 
Applications lor available stall positions are avail- 
able on the door ol The Bluestone office in Roop 
Hall room G6 Applications are due April 7 by 5 
p m . m The Bluestone office Contact Maria Nosal 
at nosalml with any questions 
Harmony 
E-mail Cody Lotiecchio at lotrecca to reserve a 
tree "Gay7 Fine by me* T-shirt to wear on April 25 
m support of the gay. lesbian, bisexual and trans- 
gender community 
'Survivor' speaker 
Chad Cnttenden cast member of "Survivor Vanu- 
atu,' will speak in Gralton-Stoval Theatre April 5 at 7 
pm . about surviving cancer and h« experience as a 
contestant on the reality TV show For more informa- 
tion, visit campusspeaA.com/speafcers/cnrrenden. 
Correction: In the March 30 issue ol The Breeze, one ol the names in the caption for the 
"Lights, Camera. Action1' story about the student film festival should have read Rian Kountz 
CLASSIFIEDS ■ How to place a classified Go to www thebmeze org and CIK* 
on the classified link or come into the office weekdays between 
8 am and 5pm 
■ Cost $5 00 lor the fust 10 words. $3 for each additional 10 
words boxed classified $10 per column inch ■ Deadfcnes noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for 
Thursday issue ■ Classifieds must be paid in advance m The Breeze office 
ELON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006 
Now accepting applications for the charter class. 
Web site: law.elon.edu 
for complete information and online application 
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu 
AYATOLLAH SISTANI 
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(Religious fdict) __ ^ 
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run newspaper of James 
Madison University, serves 
student and faculty read- 
ership by reporting news 
involving the campus 
and local community. The 
Breeze strives to be impar- 
tial and fair in its reporting 
and firmly believes in its 
First Amendment rights 
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CREATING A NATIONAL 
MODEL OF ENGAGED 
LEARNING IN LEGAL 
EDUCATION 
I Emphases on total student 
development exceptional 
legal knowledge and 
skills, leadership and 
civic involvement, and 
international study 
I Learning experiences m the 
area's leading law firms, federal 
and state courts, businesses, 
government agencies and 
nonprofit organizations 
i Home of the North 
Carolina Business Court 
which handles business 
litigation in the school's 
courtroom and facilities 
i Partner with the American 
Judicature Society's 
Institute of Forensic 
Science and Public Policy, a 
new national organization 
located near the law school 
EVENT 
T 
M PASSPORT EVENT 
t 
vvww.thebreeze.org 
It's aU the convenience of 
The Breeze, without the 
messy paper work! 
The off-campus 
health center 
EmcrgTCare 
No Appointment 
Necessary 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
Mon-Fri: 9am-8pm Sat: 10am-4pm 
Sun: lpm-6pm 540-432-9996 
755-A Cantrell Ave. Next to Hardee's 
.. HOT NEW MUSIC! 
BRAND     Al$00| 
NEW AT 
PLAN 91        ••— 
KI | IKES coi • mm • PM • nwants • ran • M • noeos • FKE mU **n 
■■in KINHIKI ■ ■uaumi • IMXES t ia*o<ti • rUMMO-FM MKK - •»■ 7 sepl 
SELL US YOUR OLD MUSIC AND MOVIES! 
maiMnstw   >   What A Record 
[t'^kkkW .mESL     Stora Should Bo! 
W
 iiimwi—nimm  NWWMUnMnK.COM 
C'rvalirifj solutions, 
cfianflinfl fives. 
SUMMER CAMP JOBS 
Looking for the beat summer of your life? 
Easter Seals Virginia can help you find it. 
Wo aro committed to helping people with 
disabilities gain greater independence. Join 
our dedicated team this summer at Camp 
Easter Seals Virginia in Craig County. We 
have job openings for camp counselors and 
program leaders (aquatics, horseback 
riding, music, nature, sports and more). 
Room, board and salary provided. For 
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at 
llightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at (804) 
287-1007, ext. 110. Visit our website to 
learn how you can make a difference. 
www.va.easlerseals.com 
T 
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Some say drinking 
viewed as essential 
element of college 
social atmosphere 
•i VICTORIA SHEIOR 
COOTWffUnV, HRIUK 
Some of the biggest anxieties freshmen 
face in starting college is finding a way to fit 
in So is the only way of fitting in found at the 
bottom of a keg? 
Drinking has become so ingrained in 
the college culture that its prevalence has in- 
creased in recent years, according to the 2004 
Core Alcohol and Drug Survey conducted by 
the Office of Substance Abuse Research. 
The survey says then? is actually a misper- 
ception among students thinking their peers 
are drinking more than they really are. It also 
showed thai 18.1 percent of JMU students have 
held a drink to have people stop bothenng 
them about n*»t drinking. 
Ihirtv-seven percent believe their alcohol 
use had increased over the course of the year, 
while only 22.4 percent believe that the social 
atmosphere does not promote alcohol use. 
Students perceive that drinking is synony- 
mous with a successful social life and this is an 
enormous motivating factor to tit in, aaJd Mi- 
chael Way, director of Judicial Affairs. 
Some freshmen face the difficulty of peer 
pressure when they choose not to drink. In 
fact even if they choose not to participate in 
alcohol-re la ted activities, students may find 
(hose under the influence of alcohol around 
them a distraction. 
A recent complaint from Michael ["hennas, 
a father whose daughter is a JMU freshman, 
said his daughter has had an uncomfortable 
lirsf war experience at JMU, due to her suit- 
emates' constant dnnking and partying. 
She has complained to an resident adviser 
and hall director to no avail. She has been en- 
couraged to confront her suitemates on her 
own about her discomfort, but her father says 
the student does not want to "make waves." 
Sophomore Maria Fort, an RA for Garber 
Hall, rival Is .i freshman vowing not to drink 
during his first semester at JMU. 
IK MOOnd semester I guess he caved in 
to the peer pressure." ahessl<t "because now 
he drinks." 
Another freshman who does not dnnk 
chooses to not go out on weekends because he 
thinks IH' WOUld fed left out and be lixiked at 
as ' vwird" for not drinking, said junior Steve 
O'Learv, an RA for the Tree Houses. 
T* 
ity of'^ 
fttffegejffi 
■ LA; ""    $ 
3£ME.y *A 
I 
According to a meant survey, about IB percent of JMU students havt hefd a drink at a party to prevent being harassed. 
*EV1N SHOAP/wiior phttowapher 
In actuality, there are an abundance of activities 
and programs that encourage student involvement as 
alternatives to drinking on weekends 
"That's why we have events like 'Late Night 
Breakfast,'" CLeary said. 
In addition. Fort said movies at Grafton- 
Stovall Theatre play late into Fridays and Satur- 
day nights. She added that if students do nut want 
to deal with or be associated with their drunken 
peers, the option of living in substance-free Bell 
Hall is available. 
Way said student involvement is one of the best 
things freshmen can do to find their place at JMU. 
"As you mature, you find the group of people 
who suit you best," he said. 
"Alcohol is one of the most serious issues on 
campus, but how can you stop it?" 
He added that while the policy could be changed 
10 Mtpand students on the first offense, that isn't 
what JMU is about. "We are about trying to help 
people develop," he said. 
JMU has a three-strike policy in which students 
living on campus are issued an automatic strike if 
caught with alcohol or illegal drugs. 
"On the first offense a student is issued an edu- 
cational sanction," Way said, "In which they must 
attend a two-hour course called 'By the Numbers' 
to educate the student on the laws and how to stay 
out of trouble." 
"Our goal isn't to be punitive. We want students 
to learn from their mistakes and learn how to man- 
age their own behavior." 
After three strikes, a student is typically suspend- 
ed for one semester because thev nave shown that 
they cannot be successful at that time. Way finds that 
upon return, suspended students all agree that their 
time off was the best thing for them in order to reflect 
and grow from the experience. 
But habits of excessive drinking still linger in 
many college students' minds. In 2004, [ML Pottoa 
made 48 liquor law arrests on campus and in the 
same year, 503 liquor law violations were referred for 
disciplinary action. 
In addition, 40 drunk in publics and six DUI 
charges were made on campus, according to the 
JMU Police Department's online crime records. 
Referral to the Counseling and Student Devel- 
opment Center and a Substance Abuse Assessment 
might be recommended to a student who may 
have a problem with alcohol or drugs, according to 
Linden's judicial sanctioned programs. 
SPENCER WEINER.7s» AngrU\ T\mr\ 
Sherry Emaml takes a turn at the board In an Arabic class at tha University of California, 
Los Angeles. Many schools in the state have waiting lists for classes. 
Arabic interest soars 
»Y LARRY GORDON 
lasANGtus nMU 
Coming of age dunng the 9/11 attacks and 
war in Iraq, some of the students, in the University 
of California, Uts Angeles' advanced Arabic class 
want to launch diplomatic or military carvers. 
Others seek to delve into the Quran and Islamic 
culture. And some simply love a mind-stretching, 
tongue-twisting challenge. 
No matter the reasons, thev help fuel a trend 
that has made Arabic the fastest-growing spoken 
language of study at US. colleges and universities. 
Just as the teaching of Russian t<K>k off after 
the launching of the Sputnik satellite in 1957, more 
colleges than ever are starting or expanding cours- 
es in Arabic. Many report waiting lists for classes. 
And in a switch from five years ago, the de- 
mand fur classes increasingly comes from students 
whose families have no bis to the Islamic world. 
'The importance of Arabic as a language is 
not going to go away, no matter what happens in 
the Middle I a si   Iven if things tool down there 
w huh I think is impossible in the immediate 
future — it will be an important language," said 
/. it (-n ffith. | history and Middle Last studies ma- 
jor fnwn Berkeley in that advanced UCLA class. 
Classmate Sami Hasan, 21, whose parents em- 
igrated 1mm Pakistan, said world events led him 
to i\ ant to learn more about his religion — Islam 
— and li> read the Outran in the original Arabic. 
Plus, fluency is "probably going to be invaluable 
in any field I go into," said I lasan, who is maturing 
in Arabic and international development studies. 
I hi' rising level of interest is palpable at 
schools big and small A survey by the Modern 
language Aeaodattofl showed the number of 
students studying Arabic at U.S. colleges climbed 
"J \ permit - to 10.584 — between 1998 and 
2002. The number of undergraduate campuses 
tea. lung it lumped 48 percent to 233. 
fhat was (he biggest growth of anv language 
except American Stan I anguage, but the number 
of thoM- studying Arabic remained dwarfed b\ 
students taking Spanish and French and ranked 
Wen Ivlow ( hi nose 
Since then, those Arabic numbers probably 
have doubled yet again, according to Gerald 
Lampe, president of the American Association of 
Teacners of Arabic. 
"I think people see clearly that there could be a 
job for them waiting down the road if they master 
the language and culture," said Lampe, wnoaleo 
is deputy director of the National Foreign lan- 
guage Center at the University of Maryland. 
That enthusiasm was evident recently in 
UCLA associate professor Michael Cooperson's 
advanced Arabic class. Greeting them with 
"SabaaHa l-khayr"(good morning), he led the 
15 students through an all-Arabic discussion of 
current events. 
Cooperson and most other U.S. professors 
teach modern standard Arabic, a lingua franca 
wntten in newspapers and books and spoken by 
newscasters and diplomats 
However, Arabic's dialects differ from each 
other and from standard. "It can be frustrating to 
spend a year studying and not understand what 
anyone is saying," he said. "It is like studying l-at- 
in for a year and then going to Mexico." 
So, Cooperson and many other teachers also 
suggest a dialect class such as the Iraqi and Egyp- 
tian Arabic courses at UC1-A and encourage stu- 
dents to stud\ abroad lor at least a summer. 
Of course, the military interest is enormous, 
as is shown by big increases in Arabic study at 
the IX-fense language Institute Foreign Lan- 
guage Center in Monterey, Calif But with so 
much emphasis on combating terronsm. Mime 
educators say they hope other reasons to learn 
Arabic don't get kwt. 
"Of course national security is important tit 
all of us. But so is communication, said Iman 
Hashem, who teaches introductory Arabic at 
( alitornia State, Ixmg Beach, and is a foreign- 
language teacher training expert for the state De- 
partment of Education. 
"Some of these students might change the 
future of this country and the world by creating 
more understanding," Hashem added. "When 
you learn another language, you learn not fust 
words but perspectives and culture." 
Nun ordained, causes stir 
■v KATIE KELLOGG 
SCMOR WRTTtR 
Students sat hushed in the packed audito- 
rium as the Venerable Dhammananda Bhik- 
khuni, swathed in orange robes, opened her 
lecture with a chant praising the first Buddhist 
nun, who happened to be Buddha's stepmother 
and aunt. 
Dhammananda, a Thai Buddhist nun, gave 
a presentation Wednesday night in HHS 2301 
to discuss female ordination in the orthodox 
Theravada tradition of Buddhism. 
The lecture was the first in the Tolstoy Lec- 
ture Series in Global Nonviolence, established 
by the JMU Mahatma Gandhi Center for Global 
Nonviolence. 
Junior Lisa Vitale thought Dhammananda's 
lecture helped bring awareness to an issue that 
JMU students may not have been previously 
known about. 
"It is an international issue that I think has a 
lot to do with how we view women in the world 
today," she said. 
Traditionally, there must be five monks and 
five female nuns present at the ordination of a 
female who wishes to become a member of the 
Theravada bhikkhuni order. However, the bhik- 
khuni line in Thailand died out more than 1,000 
years ago, which meant that until recently fe- 
males could not be ordained. 
Dhammananda, knowing that she could not 
be ordained in Thailand, traveled to Sri Lanka, 
where there were Buddhist nuns of the proper 
lineage to assist in her ordination 
In 2001, Dhammananda underwent the first 
part of her ordination in Sri Lanka and two years 
later became fully ordained into the Theravada 
bhikkhuni order. She is the first fully ordained 
Theravada bhikkhuni nun in Thailand. 
"If in this modern world you can't get some- 
thing where you are, you look somewhere else. 
she said. 
Since then, Dhammananda has made it her 
mission to see that other women realize that or- 
dination in the Buddhist faith is possible. 
"I take it as my responsibility to make this 
right," she said. 
Dhammananda pointed out that there was a 
long-standing Buddhist history of equality be- 
tween men and woman to reinforce her point. 
"Buddhism came out very quickly to s.i\ that 
both men and woman can be enlightened," she 
said. 
Before she was ordained, Dhammananda 
had been a professor of Buddhist philosophy at 
the Thammasat University and was known as 
Dr. Chatsumarn Kabilsingn. 
She has also written more than 4(1 books 
on Buddhism, is a member of the Peace Coun- 
cil and is the subject of a National Geographic 
film. 
"In some ways the Venerable Dhammanan- 
da has been preparing for this her whole life," 
said Sallie King, a professor of philosophy and 
religion who organized Dhammananda's ap- 
pearance. 
Despite the controversy, Dhammananda savs 
her faith helps her to continue her work. 
"I caused quite a stir in my country, the 
said. "1 survived totally because of my faith in 
the Buddha." 
Dhammananda has proved to be a role mod- 
el. There are now five ordained nuns in Thai- 
land and more waiting to become ordained. 
While the practice is still controversial, Dham- 
mananda believes that in the future it will gain 
mainstream approval. 
"I think eventually acceptance will come as 
part of a natural process," she said. 
VOTE: First round of major elections 
drew only 17 percent of student body 
\ olh. from front 
She added that run-offs between three posi- 
tions have been rare in the last five years. 
"(In the past| it seemed like two candidates 
were dominant," Anderson said. 
The last run-off election was held in 2004 
and only concerned the student representative 
to the Board of Visitors. The last time three po- 
sitions were contested was in 2003, involving 
the student body president, vice president for 
administrative affairs and vice president for 
student affairs. 
While the occurrences of run-off elections 
have been fairly spotty, voter turnout among the 
university's student body has remained consis- 
tently low over the last four years. 
A meager 17 percent of the student body voted 
in this year's election, as well as in 2005. In 2003, 
the elections drew 20 percent of students to vote, 
which fell again to only 13 percent in 2004. 
Voting went online to the SGA Web site in 
2005, which Anderson said might have impacted 
the amount of votes the election received. 
"The idea of going to all-online helped," An- 
derson said. 
Beforehand, paper ballots were distributed. 
The low voter turnout among JMU students 
correlates with the national trend as well, with 
registered voters ages 18 to 24 having the low- 
est turnout during state and federal elections. 
According to the Center for Information and 
Research on Civic Learning and Engagement's 
Web site, civicyoulh.org, in 2004 youth-voter 
turnout stood at 47 percent, almost 20 percent- 
age points lower during the national elections 
than voter turnout among adults ages 25 and 
older. 
In 2002, total youth voter turnout was 19 per- 
cent, about 31 percentage points lower than the 
adult voter rate. 
Anderson hopes that JMU turnout will atCfr 
late in the upcoming years. "I think it's improved 
since I've been here," s' 
for a greater turnout." 
' , he said, "But we're e ping 
Voting for the run-off elections can be done on 
the SGA Web site, sgfijmu.edu, and will be con- 
ducted] on April 6 from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Winners 
officially take office on April 18. 
1 i 
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tUnftoBHWs VOkot tr Sdtd IHmpem Autos 
Mike & Jon 
Sales 
540-337- 
MTuWl 
Saturday io-4 
Dan & Karl 
ice 
Vlorulav    Frida\ 
108 Kern Lane • Staunton. VA 24401 •www.foreignaffairs.us 
Fixed right the first tim    ON TIME 
60MF0P-T AND INSPIRATION £4--j-?(,5 
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TOPICS TO eXPLOpe: 
Spirituality Wellneft*. Self/Identity Mationfthip*. 
Career/WorKplate. Financial Security Current 6vent» 
VISIT CHAT FX)0MS 
Pegiftter for inspiration delivered to ^our e-mail addre&6 
ITS FOP YOU !!! 
l
**'«er^'*,'«*bo**#'      Stand i ng i n I i ne to get i n ? 
Standing to watch the big game? 
Get a tteat at Luigi'j 
and redt your feet!  ^ 
Herb eJ Co. - Thursday, Oct. 27th 
Live Jazz - every Sat. night 
Texas Hold'em Tuesdays ^ 
95 South Main St. 
Harrlsonburg, VA 22801 
540-442-9923 
Open 11am - 2am 
7 days a week 
No Buy-in Necessary 
Cash Prize! Winner take ALL. 
Late nigbt menu  available until 2am 
Lunch buffet Mon-fri nam to 2pm 
05-99 a" you can eat - J1 OFF w/ student I.D.) 
Duff hour Mon-fri 6:30 to 7:30 
$PEND_A SEMESTER STUDYING IN rf£/S7Xj4l/rf. 
Compete for a JMU 
ull-Tuition Exchange 
Scholarship... 
TO STUPY AT ONE OF JMU'S OVERSEAS 
PARTNER INSTITUTIONS  IN SPRING 2007 
These scholarships (equivalent to In-State tuition for Spring 2007) are available to any 
JMU student for study at one of our exchange partner institutions in Australia, England. 
Japan. Korea, and Spain. 
rhese awards are based on academic merit and financial need as demonstrated by GPA and 
an application essay. The essay, which should be two (2) pages in length, should discuss the 
particular exchange experience you are planning, and should address your need of financial 
assistance.  Please include a current resume as well. 
Questions? Please contact Judy Cohen at 540-568-6979. For more information 
about JrvlU's Exchange Programs, please see \\ \\ w.imu.edu 'international. 
Applications Due: Friday. April 14.2006! 
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Chuck Norris Double Punches on the Weekends 
JAMES MCHONE 
/Vur/rv 
Is giving away $100 Cash 
to one person wearing their T-Shirt 
Tuesday April 4th 11:30 a.m. 
on the COMMONS 
Don't have a T-Shirl. Visit us downtown at 75 Court Square next to Bank of America 
MISS HAWAIIAN TROPIC CONTEST 
is coming to the Pub: Saturday, April 29! 
Win Cash and Other Prizes 
This Wednesday: 
SUN DOMINGO w/ guest STILLWELL 
CHEAP EATS! 
GREAT FUN! 
432-0610 dothepub.com 
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Sudoku 
2 3 7 1 
1 6 8 3 
7 3 6 8 
3 1 8 2 
9 4 1 3 
1 2 7 9 
7 1 4 2 
9 2 3 8 
Rules: Fill in the grid with the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 so that in each row, each column, and 
each of the three-by-three squares, each number 
appears exactly once. There is only one correct way 
to fill in the grid. 
Difficulty: ft # # # # 
© 2006 brainfree:epii::li's .com 
Fly Down Under Free 
Giveaway 
Study Australia. LLC is the premier lull-service study abroad program (or U.S 
students wishing to acquire a unique academic and cultural experience by 
living and studying "down under." 
Apply by April 15 for the Fall 2006 or 
Spring 2007 program and register to 
win great prizes including: 
Free flight to Australia or New Zealand 
SCUBA diving shark encounter 
Tandem sky diving 
Visitwww.study-australia.com/flyfree 
for complete rules and to register. 
Open to Fall 2006 and Spring 2007 applicants only 
Other prize options available. 
Study Australia Offers: 
• Semester programs at 19 Australian and New Zealand universities 
• Summer programs 
• Short-term winter programs 
• Internships 
And Includes: 
Programs for all majors 
Guaranteed & furnished housing 
Trips to New Zealand. FIJI, b within Australia 
n-country orientation 
24-7 online account access 
Experienced staff 
Easy enrollment 6 credit transfer process 
Financial aid assistance & scholarships . _-- _„_ „,„_ 
1.800.585.9658 
info@study-australia.com 
www.study-australia.com 
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Hoi si' EDITORIAL 
Time has come for SGA election overhaul 
As the brilliant 20th-century philoso- 
pher Yogi Berra quipped, "it's deja vu all 
over again." 
In a noble quest to achieve the electoral 
notoriety of the great state of Florida, the SCA 
has been unable to successfully conduct an 
election without some kind of redo since 2003. 
And after last year's electoral fiasco, complete 
with accusations of campaign fraud, bitter 
rhetoric and a do-over election between the 
two leading candidates (similarities notwith- 
standing, the SGA maintains it did not con- 
stitute a run-off), many were convinced that 
the obvious flaws in the vobng process would 
mandate a thomugh makeover. 
But this time around, the SCA has outdone 
itself, prompting a run-off election in every 
single contested election. In every contest not 
conducted like Iraqi elections three years ago 
— you can vote for Saddam or you can vote for 
Saddam — there was no clear winner 
While having a run-off policy is — and has 
proved to be — of indispensable value, such 
contingency plans are ideally designed to be 
safeguards, not standard operating procedures. 
Yet it does not take much effort to see that the 
contingency plan has become business as usual, 
providing an excellent real-world application 
ni llif uuni siuifu " Nodds*. lurrenth attend 
ing JMU has seen an SCA election conducted in 
any way approximating "smoothly." 
Undeniably, it is high time for a change. 
Unlike national elections, we at JMU are rela- 
tively immune from the two-party system in 
our campus voting. In an almost exclusive 
two-party system. 51 percent is inherently re- 
quired for victory, and works relatively well. 
Ralph Nader demonstrated the fiasco tnat can 
take place when a third party is introduced 
into such an environment. Yet SGA elections 
are free of such a polarized, institutionalized 
party system; anyone whose daddy can bank- 
roll glossy posters, T-shirts and mints can run. 
It is the beauty of an open democracy. 
As a result, it is remarkably misguided to 
believe that, in a three-way election, any can- 
didate will gamer more than 50 percent of 
the vote, nor is a 50 percent-or-better show- 
ing necessary to have a clear winner. It does 
not take a brain surgeon, rocket scientist or 
even Yogi Berra to figure out that a simple, 
straightforward "most votes wins" elec- 
tion would be far better suited to the SGA. 
Four years of run-offs and redos is enough. 
Whoever ends up the victor the second time 
around needs to make election reform pnor- 
ity one when the SGA reconvenes next year. 
THK WRITING ON THE WALK 
Immigration bill needs to break UJS. caste system 
iv BRIAN GOODMAN 
OMM0N itxioK 
As astonishing as it was for 
those in West Africa and other 
parts of the world, the solar 
eclipse was not the most atypi- 
cal event to capture headlines 
last week. That prestigious title 
goes to none other than the Sen- 
ate Judiciary Committee, which 
actually managed to approve 
significant legislation in some- 
thing approximating a reasonable 
amount of time. Monday night 
heralded the passing of landmark 
legislation on the hot-button issue 
oi Illegal immigration. 
Of course, immigration re- 
form was not hustled through out 
of senatonal kindness; between 
Sen. Arlen Specter's swollen head 
and Sen. Ted Kennedy's swollen 
liver, there is little room in the 
Judiciary Committee for heart 
Such things, which have no place 
in the hallowed halls of the Capi- 
tol, were instead represented by 
scores of demonstrators stretch- 
ing from Washington to San Di- 
ego. In IXM Angeles alone, half a 
million people took to the streets 
in opposition to the heavy-hand- 
ed anti-immigration legislation 
floated by Arizona Sen. Jon Kyi, 
and already passed in the House. 
Such an outpouring of support for 
the immigrant community effec- 
tively lit a fire under the commit- 
tee conference table, for not only 
was the legislation passed within 
48 hours, it was passed without 
the hard-line stance taken by the 
other side of the Hill. 
The ambitious bill attempts 
to comprehensively deal with 
the porous southern border and 
reform the guest-worker visa 
program, but the biggest point of 
contention comes from the illegal 
immigrants already here. The se- 
vere House bill sought to make 
illegal immigrants even more 
illegal by raising their undocu- 
mented presence in the United 
States to a felony charge, while 
the Senate Judiciary Committee 
instead proposed a plan to offer 
the estimated 11 million illegal 
immigrants living in the country 
a way to gain citizenship without 
first having to return home. 
Though over 60 percent of 
Americans oppose streamlining 
nationalization, last week's plan 
demonstrated wisdom, which 
is as rare in the Senate as green 
cards are in the chicken process- 
ing plants downtown. The hard- 
line stHi.il conservatives and 
their inflammatory "amnesty" 
rrh-tonc are blissfully unaware of 
exactly what a considerable im- 
pact 11 million people have on 
an economy and a society. 
Current    immigration   laws 
have relegated a population al- 
most one-and-a-half times larger 
than New York Qty to a state of 
poverty, fear and invisibility. With 
their meager and often undocu- 
mented wages largel^ent to their 
families back home, they are left 
scattered about farms, factom-. 
and fast-food kitchens across the 
country- Such elementary tasks as 
tood shopping cm commuting are 
trying and prolonged, and living 
situations show little improve- 
ment in amenities, overcrowding 
and sanitation since the immigra- 
tion boom a century ago. 
In principle as well as prac- 
tice, we have instituted our very 
own "made-in-the-USA" caste 
system, with 11 million illegal 
immigrants as our Dalit un- 
touchables, a fact which no one 
engaged in the reform debate 
even attempts to deny. President 
Bush, for example, has taken 
a remarkably compassionate 
stand on the issue — in large part 
to his experiences as governor of 
a border state with a large His- 
panic population — stating that 
immigrants are forced "to live 
in the shadows of society" Yet 
he cannot escape the caste rheto- 
ric when arguing in favor of the 
visa reform, which he purports 
would be "a legal way ... fill the 
jobs that Americans are unwill- 
ing to/' Such statements reinforce 
the subhuman (read: sub-Ameri- 
can) category in which we have 
consigned 11 million people. 
Not all is lost, however, as 
the speedy and moderate Judi- 
ciary Committee proposal dem- 
onstrates. It's amazing what 
miracles half a million protesters 
can accomplish when tney apply 
themselves; if the population of 
Boca Raton were to do the same, 
we might actually see some So- 
cial Security reform before it's 
our turn to retire. 
But that is another fight for 
another day. Right now, our sena- 
tors are thoroughly occupied 
with the daunting task of balanc- 
ing the seemingly irreconcilable 
problems still unresolved by the 
Judiciary Committee proposal: 
appeasing the 62 percent of the 
population opposed to easing the 
nationalization process for illegal 
immigrants while simultaneously 
discouraging future illegal immi- 
Sation and humanely combating 
e sodal and economic realities 
of immigrant workers already 
here. Successfully stnking a com- 
promise — let alone one that 
will benefit the untouchables of 
our society — would be the true 
miracle, regardless of how mi- 
raculous senatorial rapidity and 
rationality might be. 
Brian Goodman is a junior 
communications ma/or. 
BREEZE PERSPECTO BS 
The real American hero 
■v ANTHONY RIEDEI 
CONTRIBUTING WRTTEH 
Two weeks ago was the third 
anniversary of the beginning of 
Operation Iraqi Freedom (OIF). 
The lead story on the Sunday pa- 
Krs and talk shows were about 
w Bush lied about weapons 
of mass destruction and Iraq be- 
ing in civil war. Tomorrow is the 
third anniversary of what really 
should be on the front page of ev- 
ery paper in the nation. On April 
4, 2003, Sgt. 1st Class Paul Ray 
Smith, 33, was killed in action 
while fighting in Iraq. Smith's 
bravey was so extraordinary that 
it merited the very rare Congres- 
sional Medal of Honor 
Smith enlisted in the Army in 
1989. Smith was known by his col- 
leagues for being professional and 
"by the book." However, as noted 
by USA Today, Smith cared about 
his "boys." He once even drove 
40 miles to deliver a teddy bear to 
the sick daugher of one of his men. 
USA Today noted that Smith once 
wrote a letter to his family saving 
he was prepared to do whatever 
it took to make sun? "all my boys 
make it home." He lived up to his 
promise on April 4,2003. 
While his llth Engineer Bat- 
talion of the Army's 3rd Infantry 
Division was creating a holding 
area for a prison near a Baghdad 
airport Smith and his platoon were 
attacked by as many as 100 enemy 
soldiers. Smith quickly organized a 
defense so his "boys" could get out 
of the situation safely. After throw- 
ing a grenade. Smith climbed atop 
an armored vehicle mounted witn 
a .50-caliber machine gun. Accord- 
ing to the Army, Smith then told an 
accompanying soldier; "feed me 
ammunition whenever you hear 
the gun get quiet" Facing hostile 
enemy fire and lacking any per- 
sonal regard for his own life. Smith 
fired more than 300 rounds and 
killed as many as 50 enemy sol- 
diers before being fatally wound- 
ed. Smith's valor saved at least 
100 US. soldiers. He died that day, 
leaving his wife and two children. 
These soldiers (most of them about 
10 years younger than Smith) had 
the chance to maybe one day come 
home to their wives and children. 
Two    years     later.     President 
George W. Bush honored Smith 
with the Congressional Medal of 
Honor. On April 4, 2005, Presi- 
dent Bash presented the very rare 
Medal of Honor to Smith's widow, 
Birgit. According to the Congres- 
sional Medal of Honor Society, 
"the Medal of Honor is the highest 
award for valor in action against 
an enemy force which can be be- 
stowed upon an individual serv- 
ing in the Armed Services of the 
United States." The next day, 7V 
New York Times posted this story on 
page A16 with a picture of the hero 
and a brief caption. In contrast TV 
New York Times printed the story of 
our president wiretapping terror- 
ists trying to bomb the Brooklyn 
Bridge on the front page. TV New 
York Times printed the NSA story 
knowing it would weaken the sup- 
port behind the reauthorization 
of the Patriot Act undermine the 
trials against confessed terrorists 
in America, and jeopardize our 
nation's security by warning ter- 
rorists that we have been listening 
in on their phone calls. 
TV New York Times is not alone. 
A recent Media Research Center 
report documented that between 
January and September 2005, S4B 
(61 percent) of the 1,388 stories on 
Iraq broadcasted on ABCs "World 
News Tonight" the "CBS Evening 
News" and "NBC Nightly News" 
wen? focused on negative topics. 
Seventy-nine stories focused on 
allegations of mistakes or miscon- 
duct on the part of VS. soldiers. In 
contrast nine stories featured in- 
stances when soldiers reached out 
to help the Iraqi people. Only eight 
stones were devoted to recounting 
episodes of heroism by US. troops. 
No wonder Gallup found that 60 
percent of Americans believe the 
Iraq war is going poorly, while only 
38 percent said they believe the war 
is going well for the United States. 
So while you read the news- 
paper headlines of wiretapping 
scandals, Islamophobta, how the 
economy sucks (since Clinton), 
how the War on Terror cannot be 
won and how illegal aliens deserve 
something for nothing, remember 
that not all hope is lost for this na- 
tion. We still have thousands of he- 
roes all across the globe every day 
defending the preoous freedoms 
we take for granted. Smith know- 
ingly risked his life to save the lives 
of others. This is something that 
our troops do uriappreaativefy 
on a daily basis They all deserve 
a thank you for their service. Cod 
bless these United States! 
Anthony Riedei is a junior com- 
munications major 
% 
nnwdpVMtraal con. 
Darts A Pals are submitted anony- 
moust\ and printed on a *pace-a\ail- 
ahle bash. Submissions are based 
upon one person s opinion of a &iven 
situation, person or event and do not 
necessarily re/tea the truth 
A "maybe-you-guys-should-lay-off-the-pipe" 
dart to The Breeze for letting the March 30 cross- 
word puzzle fall down the rabbit hole. 
From a fMU crossworder who thinks that the typical 
Breeze crossiwjrds are hard enough and, boring though 
it may be, likes crosswords where numbered dues have 
corresponding numbered boxes that actually extst. 
A "mail-should-not-be-rocket-science" dart 
to Harrisonburg for not having the economy 
necessary to warrant real congruent post offices. 
From a frustrated junior who doesn't understand 
why the downtown post office doses at 4:30 p. m. and 
is located far enough away from the other one to pro- 
hibit running over there before they dose at 5 p.m. 
A "spring-is-in-thc-air" pat to my bunny for 
adventuring out on the Quad and making the days 
of everyone who stopped to chat a little brighter. 
From your loving owner who is happy you made 
so many new friends and did not let the other bunny 
who was out on the Quad mate with you. 
A "o^ycni-want-the<lothes<>ff-my-back-toor 
dart to the Senior Class Challenge for trying to get 
more money out of me for the school. 
From a senior who has already pad lab fees, pmkmg 
permits, housing contract firs, graduation fees, onentatkm 
)^andanythngeise\MUcantmnkoftogrtmymont^ 
A "thank-ycni-fmm-the-bottom-of-my-change- 
drawer" pat to the Qty of Hamstmburg for remov- 
ing the downtown parking meters. 
From an appreciative Duke who never had 
enough loose coins to park. 
! 
A "job-well-done" pal to the (JMU Patriots lor 
kicking some serious butt all the way to Indiana. 
From a hometown fan who was glad lo see you 
make it to the Final Four, even though you trashed 
everyone's bracket. 
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LECTORS I<> nu EDITOR 
Take Back the Night not a pulpit 
In response to last Thursday's U-tter bthl BdMac 
I reel the organizers at Take Back the Night H rrv mis 
understood and justified in their request tor an end to 
the promotion of a specific religion. 
Asa member of the coalition. I was humbled at the 
strength and courage of the victims and secondary sur- 
vivors of sexual abuse. While each instance of sexual 
violence was different then* was <i thread o( common- 
ality: it respects no one To these inspnng survivors. 
we may only give our admiration and thinks. 
I came away fnim this evening confident that the 
kindness and respect shown from one survivor to an- 
other is the greatest weapon against the perpetuation 
of sexual abuse. Observing the faces of those who have 
suffered, I feel that addressing abuse bv gender, color 
or religious affiliation inadvertently creates a vacuum, 
where each survivor stands alone. In an inclusive com- 
munity when' every faith and every voice is afforded 
equal space, change is possible. No one would surest 
that spirituality is not a strong source of healing and 
strength; however, given the random nature of abuse, 
it is imperative to acknowledge that not all victims 
participate in religion. People wen- Inv to speak about 
their own beliefs but were appropriately asked to "re- 
frain frtwn advocating a specific religion." Whether one 
is Christian, Buddhist Jewish. Islamic or agnostic, ev- 
ery survivor has his or her own path to healing. 
Patricia Demitry 
senior English major 
Daffodil Days sprouted success 
One of the first flowers of spnng, the daffodU is 
a symbol of hope. To the American Cancer Society, 
the flower represents the hope of a world free from 
cancer. During the week of March 13 through 17, the 
local branch of the Amencan Cancer Society held its ■mud I >affodil Days fund raiser. Through the salt of 
daffodils and Boyd's Bears, the JMU community alone 
donated over $I,-KX1 to the American Cancer Sodetv. 
Ihis monev donated to the I >affodil I >ays campaign is 
working toward all of the Amencan Cancer Society's 
goals. These petals include finding a cure, prevention 
programs and direct support to patients, survivors 
and families affected bv this disease. This year's event 
>\as.i success and the Amencan ( ancerSoaet) WOuU 
like to thank all participants who volunteered their 
bme, money and energy to such an important cause. 
Sarah Keck 
senior communications major 
Organizers' goals not censorship 
I have kid the wonderful opportunity this year to 
work with the Take Back the Night coalition and have 
witnessed firsthand the hard work and dedication 
they put into the event. I was at the event the whole 
time and thought that it was incredibly well done As 
many people who are working cm the issue of sexual 
assault will tell you, there are many ways to deal with 
sexual assault and they don't all work for everyone. I 
believe the organizers were trying to make it dear that 
no one can tell another person how they should deal 
with being assaulted. I do not think that their intention 
was to censor anyone. Instead, it was to make sure ev- 
eryone had a voice and they did not feel that a particu- 
lar point of view was being forced upon them. 
Everyone who was part of the event from the 
organizers cm down to the members of the audience 
deserves appreciation for their willingness to tackle 
a very tough issue. Furthermore, I would encourage 
.invoni-, men and women, to be a part of Take Back 
the Night next year You won't regret it. 
and not their charm or cheap mint candies. I must per- 
sonally say it was thnlling to dodge through the at- 
tacking crowd of campaigners and find it necessary to 
avoid the commons via Hillcrest 
Of course we all know that the student body presi- 
dent makes many important decisions, easily rivaling 
the administrabve power of the paid executive faculty; 
surely their only wish is to represent their voters accu- 
rately and not to look really good on future graduate 
school applications or resumes. When they say "vote 
for me because I'm charisrnabc and I'm talking to you 
like I know you better than my best friend!" it is evi- 
dent that this marvekius event us very far from being a 
ridiculous schoolwide likeability contest 
Bess Dalby 
junior foreign language major 
Disrespectful sign at ODU game in poor taste 
I am a basketball fan. As such, I have immense- 
ly enjoyed watching the JMU women's team this 
season. I am a season-ticket holder, so I have been 
to almost every single home game. Many of these 
games were actually not overly competitive, sim- 
ply because JMU was just too good and by half 
bme, they would be comfortably in the lead. So I 
was eagerly anticipating the JMU/ODU matchup 
which was set for the final home game of the sea- 
son. It offered everything I was hoping for: good 
competition, lots of fans and a great atmosphere. 
However, my enjoyment of the game diminished 
completely when I looked over to the band section 
and read a sign that said "No men on the court,'' spe- 
dfkally targeting an ODU player whose number soon 
appeared on the sign as well. I was horrified and ex 
tremelyembanas\st^lasamernberoftherlamsc>nbun' 
community. I have often felt that the band's comments, 
signs and demeanor at games hedged the line between 
loyal random and poor sr*>rtsmanship, but this i%n 
shocked me. At a time when one of |MU\ own play- 
ers is sitting or. the bench for a year while she coura 
geously wages a battle against discrimination of this 
very kind, anyone assodated with JMU should know 
better. I appreciated those who finally saw that the sign 
was taken down, but I sincerely hope that in thefutun 
such signs are not made in the first place. 
Karen Myers 
Harrisonburf. 
Jesse I'earlstein 
senior psychology major 
SGA election not a popularity contest 
Thursday, March 30, was Election I )ay at JMU. On 
this day of tough decisions, it was heartwamxing to 
seethe throngs of prospeebve student body presidents 
and their representatives accosting unsuspecting JML' 
students on the ammons. It us delightfully apparent 
that these prospective presidents an- attempting to 
win ova passing students with promising platforms. I 
JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY 
EMERALD Cur Diamond 0.98Cts. 
Clarity- VSI Color ■ H 
1930's Palladium Selling 
This Week $3000 
•All of our diamonds arc graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate 
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com 
meineke 
car care center 
RIGHT SERVICE. RIGHT PRICE. 
HARRISONBURG ...1871 S. Main St 540-438-5858 
(CorrwrofRl 11 Souo and Pitasant M* fld . bes*Je Sheetz) 
Donate plasma 
The gift you give this 
year could be 111 6 ( 
First Time Donors 
Pretax trM coupon on your Am vWt 
•3^3Bfck Donate? plasma 
(ii    v«i If» »»sy * iimpta 
^S*BioLife 
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Coast participated in the seventh annual Cirles competition on Sam,,!*!* I !„■ event was organized bv (Mil's breakdance club. According 
to the club president senior Raphael Villacrusis, the group holds the contest to raise money for three chanties: The Boys and Girls Club 
Mercv House and Kamp Kaleidoscope. After hours o( counting, the breakdance members revealed that Circles raised a grand total of 
110,874 from this year s event (.round l-X /em, the returning champs from Boston, t,H,k the winning prize for the second year in a row 
However, three local crews from Northern Virginia were in the top eight teams Members of JMU's breakdance club are putting in a re- 
quest to hold Circles 8 in the Convocation Center nent year. " 
The genius behind the musie 
Darrell Scott writes 
the songs that make 
others famous, but 
he can also sing 
•v EMMA DOZIU 
covrRmms., IVMTE* 
If iTunes and iPods are any evidence. aiUegc stu- 
dent* an1 also |us» as obsessed with good musu .is 
cnuntiy musu lans are with cowboy boots and hats. 
And whle "guod muse" may be a disputed term, the 
amiznig quality i if rtarrell Scott's musK sr. «ild m«!«■ 
Even it you are not a country music listener, 
the least you can do is appreciate Scott's guitar 
skills. As a one-man show, he had the talent 
and the full sound of at least three musi, 1.1ns 
During one i>t his s.mgs Thursday night at I hi 
Pub. he used a guitar that was connected to a 
synthesizer, so when he plucked out a melody, 
it sounded like a keyboardist was hiding back- 
stage. Whenever he had a lead guitar lick, Scott 
kept strumming the bass line on his lowest 
stnngs, suggesting that a bassist, or at least a 
rhythm guitarist joined him on stage. 
His name may not be a household one, but 
Scott is more famous than mam realize, liver 
heard of the Dixie Chicks or Travis tritt? Scott is the 
•ongwittbia genius behind their hits Ling Time 
Gone" and "Great Da) lo Bo Alive." NapaCDvd) 
Although Scott declared "I do my own things these 
days" to cheers of the audience, he played both of 
these singles and everyone sang along. 
Always an original — he |ust launched his 
own Full Light Records so he does not have lo 
confoim to a record label's demands — Scott nev- 
er played Ins singles the same way the artists do. 
I • ir '•< ,reat Day to Be Alive," he changed the lyncs 
kl I I II NOV. I IS , .mmhurmt phliiimpkeT 
AHhougri countrysonB writer Darre* Scott is a 
ample man. his talent impressed fans at The Pub. 
to the third verse a bit and made the chord pattern 
sound more bluesy. During "Long Time Gone." 
like in all the songs he played, he played a min- 
ut.-s-long guitar solo that mimicked the melody of 
the lyncs and added harmony over top. 
Fans love country music for its simplicity 
and down-to-earth quality, and Scott is a master 
at both. There were two or three Pub employees 
ready and willing to road for him. but Scott set 
up all his equipment with a folded-up piece of 
paper in his hand to keep him organized. 
He mic-checked in a nice red button-up col- 
lared shirt, but once he began to play, he got down 
to a simple white T-shirt setting the tone for the 
•» ening. Scott was a bit late, only catching the last 
few minutes of his talented and enjoyable opener, 
MoneyPenny, because he drove himself with his 
daughter from Nashville, Term. 
Scott also talked to the audience through 
his set hst setup as the night went on, saying 
he might do this song or possibly not that one. 
'"BR^sting that he was unplanned and plays 
according to how he feels. Although he's been 
performing since he was 15 years old and was 
lost signed to a record label in 1991, Scott was 
willing to involve his small Harnsonburg audi- 
ence in his performance. 
Around 1030 p.m., Scott began to thank the 
audience for aiming, and all live music listeners 
know that means the end of the show is coming. As 
he started playing the next song, Scott said, "Don't 
W0B) that this is the last song. I play (or twenty 
minutes." Scott had been playing for an hour and a 
half on his feet with no break, but he was just about 
true to his word — "Banjo Clark" lasted for about 
LIPBGUARDS NBBDBD 
Starting Pay S8.25/hr * Bonuses 
No Certifications needed to applyr 
TRAINING CLASSES 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
CerlilioatKKis ICK*UC>H   I ife*)u«nl   Fir« Aid'CPR 
At_D. Oxygon & VVatorl'arfc Tr<hnmg 
Currently Certified - Now Hiring! 
- Bonus Incentives - 
- Up to S2SO during Holirtny svPcak Times 
• Extra SSOAveefc for working 6 shifts 
• Monthly Attendance (Jun-Aug) 
• Employee Referrals SIOO 
Stop In or Call Today (540) 289-4939 
Get application onlineOwww.maasresortjobs.com 
Surfin' the 
web? 
Between waves, 
check out 
thebreeze.org 
••iEW 
O.A.R to play 
crazy concert 
UPB will showcase popular 
college band at spring concert 
IY ERIN SAN OIKS 
CONTRIBUTING WHITER 
Thursday night JMU will cram into the Con- 
vocation Center (or UPB's spring concert featur- 
ing O.A.R. and Army of Me. 
Freshman Kathleen Brennan, who has seen 
O.A.R. on many occasions, said she cannot wait to 
attend this week's concert. 
They make a real conscious effort to get the 
audience involved," Brennan said. 'They talk to 
them, and get everyone pumped up" 
O.A.R., which stands for Of A Revolution, is 
promoting their newest release Stones of a Stranger. 
an album that has been in the works since 2004. 
"Love  and   Memo- 
» ries" is the first single 
^R released off of the new 
^W» CONCERT   album, and is already 
|H in  play  at  numerous 
radio  stations   across 
the country. 
Elementary school 
buddies, guitarist and 
vocalist Marc Roberge 
and drummer Chns Cu- 
los, along with eighth 
grade pal Richard On, 
unanimously attributed 
Pearl Jam as their major 
influence, particularly 
their "Unplugged" ses- 
sion on MTV. 
During the ensem- 
ble's junior year in high school, Gershman joined 
the group, and the troupe began to practice regu- 
larly. After a year apart, Cershman and On joined 
Roberge and Culos at Ohio State University, where 
saxist Jerry DePiwo hopped on board. 
The Columbus boys refer to their home in 
a few songs, with references to High Street and 
"Road Outside Columbus" on their album In Be- 
tween Now and Then. 
The chemistry within the band is apparent 
in their stage presence; the quintet exudes hap- 
piness and an optimism that is also apparent in 
their lyrics. 
Tickets are on sale at the Warren Hall Box Of- 
fice and at musictoday.com, selling at $22 with JAC 
card, $28 without. 
CtARvmhArmyofMe 
Thursday. Apr! 6 at 8 pm 
Convocation Center 
$22 with JAC Card. 
Imrt two. $28 for public 
admission, floor seats. 
/ 
Teacher serves as 
inspiration for 
'Stand and Deliver9 
High school math teacher 
motivates LA. school 
•r OMUN KONHEIM 
sTAir wurrrji 
After delivenng his speech. Jaime Escalante 
takes time out of interviews and handshakes for 
an eager parent and her daughter who wanted 
him to demonstrate a multiplication trick he did 
on stage with his fingers. Escalante takes out a 
piece of paper and wows the pair with all sorts of 
calculations — that could otherwise only be done 
with a calculator or tireless anthmetic — and sud- 
denly math becomes fun again. 
Escalante, who served as the inspiration for 
the film, "Stand and Deliver." came to speak at the 
Festival Center Grand Ballroom last Wednesday. 
The program was sponsored bv the Center for 
Mulb-Cultural Student Services and the !.arin- 
American fraternity Lamda Upsilon Lamda. 
The famed math teacher, who look a high 
school in the ghettos of Los Angeles and made 
them the seventh-highest seonng AP calculus 
school in the nation, spent most of his time talking 
about his attitudes on educahon and reminiscing 
with humorous stories. He also spoke very hum- 
bly about the 1988 movie and what inspired it. 
"Really, I didn't do anything," he said. "I'm 
|ust helping my students." 
A former school teacher in Bolivia, Escalante 
immigrated to the United States in l%4 where he 
worked for the Barrows Corporation in Pasadena, 
Calif., before taking a pay cut to teach at Carfield 
High School. Upon his arrival, Carfield was ranked 
last among all ol the schools in Los Angeles. 
"When I gol there, I thought I'd just teach one 
semester," Escalante said, "But at the end of the 
semester, nothing would change. Those students 
would |ust go back to where they were before." 
Escalante ended up staying with those stu- 
dents for the remainder of the year and thai sum- 
mer he thought he would try lo get them ahead by 
teaching them trigonometry. However, he didn't 
get support from the school principal, the par- 
ents, and even some of the students themselves. 
He finally found an ally at the local comniunih 
college who lent him room space for the summer 
and later showed him an AP calculus booklet and 
suggested he try teaching it. 
"Ii'• about what you can get il you make them 
believe in themselves," he said about his philoso- 
phy. 'The biggest pleasure you'll ever have in life 
is your self image." 
The actual events and story follows closely to 
the script. The reason lor tins was that the movie's 
star, Edward James Olmos, called Escalante and 
told him he had read (he script and planned on 
doing his own research because he grew up in lh.il 
neighborhood. Olmos went to Carfield High and 
was in utter disbelief that about the storv. 
It was thanks to Olmos s diligent research that 
Escalante was able to reunite with some of his 
students. One ol his more memorable stories was 
vr TEACHER, pap <l 
I 
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TEACHER: Mentor admired by society 
Famed Escalante speaks to 
intrigued, awed Wilson Hall 
audience on past students, 
experiences at LA. school 
TEACHER, from pa&e 8 
about a reunion with .1 student nicknamed I lu 
frngi'rman," who tvu rlf.irU thankful (or the 
opportunity Escdlantc had given luin   but Still 
hold-- ,1 aradn bacausa thanki to him ,ind the 
movie, his nickname haa stuck with him tor life. 
Bacalante tnaauita his aocomplislunants moal 
with students Uke "The Flngerman" who are 
hard to motivate. 
1 spedall) those ones wHhoul .my inieivst or 
without any dealrc to learn, oh VIMII, thai moti- 
vates itu'." in- said  "A huec percentage oi thaaa 
kids are the lazy kids and the kids on my team al- 
ready nave m mind where they're going and how 
Ha  regularly   meets  with   his  former stu- 
dents whan he's in I «>s Angeles and the) talk 
sboul how to bring back DM program to the 
uld neighborhood. Slnca leaving the school 
M item .liter s dispute with the teacher union. 
his original high school has stopped the pro- 
gram, but Bscalante's lagan did not die. His 
program has bean emulated in Colorado. Tex- 
as and schools all over California. 
Hey, you! Read The Breeze! 
500,000 NEW BOOKS 
All 60% fro 90% Off Retail 
Open, TfetJtay 
Sunday, April 
from 9AM to 7PM daily 
love < Hole M Jameilevin 
hhn Smith. PotohoMat & 
the Hoc// ol a Hew Norton 
b. DartO hut (h«di*v«i) 
Only '6.00 
Cookie Dooao Dellaht, 
lor (eohet fan I 0*m JrMfi Meet 
*i* lehtenene' took* Doook 
hahiemm* 16 91) 
Only '5.00 
■ ■ *i»l tttlhmi 
hahra riiol 1? «SI 
Only '6.50 
Thirty Thousand Titles 
Children's • Cooking • History 
Fiction • Sci-Fi • Manga • Nature & Outdoors 
Self-Help • Religion • Fitness • Gardening 
(Irven   VtiHoy' 
BOOKFAIR 
2192 Green Valley Ln., Ml. Crawford, VA 22841 
80O385-0099 
www.gvb»ookfair.com/jmu 
E3C3IHD 
Located just 15 minutes south of JMU. 
Take 1-81 south to Exit 240; 
turn east & follow the signs. 
Chad (Jrittenden 
A survivor of the CBS 
hit show 
Survivor: Vanuatu, 
And survivor of the 
deadly & rare cancer, 
synovial sarcoma 
When: April 5th at 7:00 pm 
Where: Grafton-Stovall 
Cost: FREE! 
As a former contestant on the reality television show "Survivor," and as an 
actual cancer survivor, Chad Crittenden knows a thing or two about 
beating the odds. He has overcome many different challenges in his life 
with optimism, confidence, and courage. He is here on campus to share 
his story from surgery to "Survivor," and the ways that his philosophy can 
help us all succeed in life. 
Chad speaks to college students across the United States. On April 5th at 
7pm in Grafton-Stovall he will share his personal and inspirational story, 
and show us how to Discover the Will to Survive! 
Presented to you by Relay for Life, 
Panhellenic Council 
&IFC 
Only a few spots left for 
JMU's STUDY ABROAD this year... 
***Don't miss out on the opportunity of a lifetime!*** 
Check out www.jmu.edu/international for more information about: 
Altamura, Italy 
Central Europe 
China 
Dominican Republic 
Galapagos 
Kenya 
London (Dance) 
Nicaragua 
Perugia, Italy 
Fall Semester 2006: 
Florence 
London 
Salamanca 
Spring Semester 2007: 
London 
OFFICE OF 
INTERNATIONAL 
PROGRAMS 
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Dukes slay Dragons 
EVIN SHOAP tenutr ph-mtraphe' 
JMUs Junior midfielder Kelly Berger fights for a ball while drawing a double-team during Friday's gam* against Drexel. 
Dukes deal Drexel 
first loss to open 
conference schedule 
n\ JOHN (.VIM 
SW»R7< EDITOR 
lhe\o 17 [Ml women's lacrosse team 
(6-3) opened Colonial Athletu AsMtciation 
pl.n I nda\ .it JML lacrosse Complex by 
handing Drexel (H-l) its first |oM ol the MM 
son. IS-10. 
I >«-.piu- their tXt aUcfll start in non-con- 
ference play, the Dragons couldn't hold oft 
as she h.id two second-half goals and two 
assists »m the day while wonting ihi Lnalde 
lanes And Drv.d's foCM on shutting down 
Benei freed up other |ML pfanren. 
"Our girls came out a little intimidat- 
ed."  Drexel coach Anna VflSOO ndd  "We 
knew is*' had to buckle down tw. | Berger |, 
BO we were keying on her, but everybod) 
dee came to step up." 
Dukes senior attacker Brooke McKen- 
zie remained a force on offense sconng a 
game-high five points with four goals and 
one assist Junior midfielder Lynlea Cronin 
added four goals for the Dukes. 
Drexel had only allowed double-digit 
sconng once in their nine previous games 
coming into Fndav's matchup. 
After     scoring     in     
the first 2h seconds to   UlCTOSSe 
start the game, Drexel    EjrfZ; 
allowed    seven   unan- 
The Dukes responded early in the sec- 
ond half with a run of three goals by McK- 
I'Ti/ie. Kerger and Cronin. 
Even with JMU 
up 11 -4 on the score- 
board, Drexel was not 
finished with 19:09 re- 
maining in the game. 
After a stagnant 
10 minutes of play, the 
Dukes held the lead, 
14-7. ComfortabK in 
front the Dukes be- 
gan to let Drexel back 
in it 
"We had silly turn- 
overs in the midfield. 
McKerulo 
D o u - 
bla-taam 
ing        the 
junior 
midfielder 
proved effective      for the mi>st part. Berber 
was still able to make her presence know n 
I \ IN  SIIUM 
JMU kmtof midfielder Lynlea 
Cronin battles for the bad. 
swered JMU goals  as   Drexel       10 
the Dukes took .1  7-1   JMU 15 
lead with 14:l7remain- 
ing in the first halt I he run was started by 
back-to-back total bj lunior attacker Ma- 
ria Bosica, while McKen/ie finished it oft 
with a consecutive pair of her own. That 
surge proved to bo the ililference in the 
game 
At the end .it the hrst half. JML allow ed 
three Drexel goals and things started to get 
heated. 
' it s definitely always penontlV McK- 
en/ie said "l.acn«sse is personal, pnitecting 
out turf is personal, and vve are going to do 
everything we can to keep the other team 
out." 
Young added, "We were getting 'rus- 
trated with the Gtlh tjoint the other w ,i\ ' 
Alter .1 questionable foul called against 
JMU, Young was yellow -carded tor coming 
otl the sideline and arguinp with the n'ter- 
te. Young tmtd she thought it was a charge 
— as did most of the 2(10 spectators in at- 
tendance. 
Young said. "Our 
goalie or our defense would make a great 
stop, and then we'd turn it over. And on the 
attack, we iust siarted to underestimate the 
goalie and take weak shots, and that's not 
how vou win a game." 
The Dukes take to the road Friday to 
play Old Dominion at 3 p.m. JMU's next 
home game is Sunday against William & 
Mary at noon 
Drexel 
JMU 
4    6—10 
8    7—15 
Coals: 
(Drexel) - Emily Hoesch 13), Kerry Kelly 
(2), Gwenna Johnson (1), Colleen Rocks (1), 
Nicole 1,1,on.. (1), Jessica Bill (1), Kaitlin 
Koogan (1). 
'IMU - Brooke McKenzie (4), Lynlea 
Cronin (4), Maria Bosica 12), Kelly Berger 
12), Julie Stone (1), Kim Griffin (1), Colleen 
OKeefe(l) 
Saves: 
Drexel —Lauren Labella -14 
JMU — LivvyKing-13 
Records: Drexel (8-1,0-1), JMU (6-3,1-0) 
Bats go quiet as 
Dukes drop two 
JMU only able 
to score one run 
in two games 
■* JAMES IRWIN 
WHITER 
It's tough to win games 
when you don't score runs, 
something the JMU softball 
team is finding out the hard 
way. 
UNC-Wilmington right- 
handers lenniter Bosley and 
Jess Luckett combined to al- 
low   one   run    —^^_____ 
ov
"
r
  
l\ u" Softball nines and the x-"r—z  
Seanawks ex- Saturday  
tended JMU's UNC-W      3.6 
losing    streak JMU 1.0 
to  a   season- 
high five games Saturday by 
taking  a  doubleheader  from 
the Dukes 3-1 and 5-0. 
"Our bats are cold right 
now, that's pretty much it," 
JMU coach Katie Flynn said. 
"We're not getting enough of- 
fensive production " 
Madison (13-15 overall, 2-3 
in the Colonial Athletic Asso- 
ciation) has scored three runs 
in its last four games. Satur- 
day against the Seahawks, the 
Dukes could muster only an 
RBI single by senior second 
baseman Kelly Berkemeier off 
Bosley in game one. The UNC- 
W senior allowed four hits and 
struck out five. Against Luck- 
ett in game two, the Dukes 
only put three runners in scor- 
ing position. 
"It wasn't unhittable," 
JMU freshman third baseman 
Amber Kirk said of UNC-W's 
one-two punch. "We're just 
not doing as well as we'd like 
to right now.'' 
The Dukes appeared on the 
verge of breaking out of their 
funk in the first inning of game 
two against Luckett when Kirk 
led off the game win a ringing 
double off the center field fence 
and sophomore second base- 
man [enn Chavez drew a walk 
Luckett, however, re-grouped 
and set down the Dukes' three, 
four and five hitter-- in suctes- 
sion. 
"You get your three, four 
and five hitters up with run- 
ners on base and you expect to 
get them in," Klynn said. "We 
need to do a better job offen- 
sively." 
While the Dukes struggled 
to figure out Bosley and Luck- 
ett, the Seahawks were op- 
portunistic against JMU pitch- 
ing. They scratched out three 
second-inning runs against 
freshman right-hander Met- 
edith Helts in the opener on an 
RBI single by second baseman 
Hayley House and a two-run 
double off the bat of center 
helder Meghan Murray. 
In game two, minutes af- 
ter Luckett escaped her nrst- 
inning jam, JMU sophomore 
pitcher Renee Bounds dug her- 
self into a hole, allowing two 
hits and walking two batters 
in the top of the second. Flynn 
came out with a quick hook 
and freshman Jen Clohan es- 
caped a bases-loaded jam, but 
not before the Seahawks took 
a 2-0 lead. 
"They put the bat on the 
ball," Flynn said. "They put 
pressure on our defense and 
we gave them three runs in 
game two." 
Those runs came against 
Clohan in the middle innings 
as |MU's defense imploded for 
three errors. Bv the end of the 
fifth, UNC-W fed 5-0. 
That was more than enough 
for Luckett. The right-hander 
settled into a groove after the 
top of the first inning, allowing 
only five base runners the rest 
of the way. She finished with a 
five-hit shut out and struck out 
six. JMU junior shortstop Katie 
George was the only Madison 
player with more than one hit. 
"It wasn't anything we 
haven't seen before," Flynn 
said "She's a pitcher we 
should be able to hit. We need 
to put the ball in play more 
often and see if tney make 
mistakes. The ability is there, 
i\e lust need to put the pieces 
back together." 
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AARON HMlL%uffplu,i.ti,iph., 
JMU sophomore Jenn Chavez stands In against a UNC-W pitcher 
during Saturday's doubleheader at home. The Dukes dropped to 
13-15 and are 2-3 in the Colonial Athletic Association. 
Lacrosse completes 
conference sweep with 
12-8 win over Hofstra 
The No   17 |\H    women's 
lacrosse team took j 12-s vftdOf) 
ova No 20Hoatra in their sec - 
ond C olomal Athletu Associa- 
tion match of the season at JMU 
Lacrosse Complex vesterdav 
afternoon. 
The Dukes were once again 
led   hv   one 
\T:;t Lacrosse 
mor attacker    Sunday 
?/'",k''   Hofstra      8 \I. N ell/ le      ,,., . .- 
scored    five     
goals     and 
had one assist Sophomore mid- 
fielder Julie Stone tallied three 
goals on the dav. Junior mid- 
fielder Kelly Berger had another 
two-goal performance, but this 
time with tv\o assists — all in the 
first half. Berger was a part of 
the first four eoak which were 
scored in just the first two min- 
utes of play, to put the I Hikes up 
4-0. 
Hofstra got <x\ the score- 
board with three goals in the 
first half, but couldn't make a 
complete comeback as JML held 
a 6-3 lead at halftime and a 12-8 
final 
Senior goalkeeper Uwy 
King recorded had eight saves 
for the I Hikes SophontON Maisie 
tXteenhad II saves for Hofstra 
The Dukes impfovtd their 
overall record to 7-3, Maying 
perfect with a 2-0 mark in the 
( A A 
I he I Hikes play again on Fn- 
dav, Apnl 7 at 3 pin , in Norfolk 
against Old Dominion 
— from staff reports 
Baseball loses two key conference games in Norfolk 
MINIM v.I.MHOH- filenhorn 
The Dukes fell to 9-2 in 
Colonial Athletic Association 
play and 19-9 overall with two 
losses this weekend against 
the Monarchs of Old Dominion. 
NORFOLK — The JMU base- 
ball team dropped two games 
against Colonial Athletic As 
soii.ilion rival Old Dominion 
over the weekend. 
The Diamond Dukes trav- 
eled to Norfolk lor a three- 
game  series   — r~n— 
against   the Baseball 
Monarchs.    Friday  
Both 
came 
teams 
into ODU 
the matchup   JMU 
undefeated   Saturday 
in      confer-   rTT; ^"T— 
enceplay. ODU 8 
In        the    JMU 4 
first      game, 
the Monarchs ran their win- 
ning streak to 16 straight, win- 
ning 5-3 behind right-hander 
Kevin Gunter's eight innings 
pitched. Gunter struck out 
nine while scattering six hits 
and only allowing three earned 
runs. Senior Dana Arm wood 
pitched the ninth to pick up 
I he sa\ e 
Offensively, the Monarchs 
were paced by outfielder Mike 
Zahm who went 1 for 2 with 
two walks, an RBI and a run 
scored. 
Sophomore center fielder 
Kellen Kulbacki, the nation's 
leading hitter at .510, extended 
his hitting streak to 23 games 
for the Diamond Dukes as he 
went 2 for 3 on the day with 
a double. Senior catcher Matt 
Sluder chipped in with a 1 for 
i day, Including two RBls. 
Junior right-hander Travis 
Miller struggled early for the 
JMU pitching six innings and 
allowing five earned runs, 
while sinking out nine In 
the first inning, he threw two 
wild  pitches,  allowing /ahm 
tO ICON 
Madison also gave away 
two runs in the second with an 
error and a wild pitch as ODU 
took the lead for good. 
In the second game, Mon- 
archs pitcher Jason Godin im- 
proved to 7-0 on the season 
striking out 10 over eight in- 
nings and allowing onlv two 
runs 
His counterpart, senior left- 
hander Greg Nesbitt, who was 
coming off a complete-game 
shutout last week, threw onlv 
3.2 innings allowing six runs 
on 10 hits. 
Matt Sluder went 2 for 4 
with two RBls .is the Diamond 
Dukes lost s-4 Kulbacki ex- 
tended his hitting streak to 24 
gamee 
I he Dukes trail Old Do- 
minion by two garnet In the 
conference 
JMU 011000 002— 4 8 0 
ODU211220 00X-K 13  I 
W—Godin; L—Nes|>ut 
Records: JMU (19-9, 9-2) ODU 
(26-3, 11-0) 
- from 1*9} rtporH 
CLASSIFIED I Go to www.thebreeze.or}>lcLissifie<ts to post lo read classifieds and more! THE BREEZE \wwwjhebreeze.org  | MONDAY. APRIL 3,2006 111 
KM    FOR   BALI    BY   OWNER 
*vely 5 bedroom 2 hath spin  lovci 
fwmt     located     in    the    Donrugj 
.ubdiviMon       Country   setting   with] 
^in.untain    views (540)    289-9079 
HIDKOOM HOI SI- („HH 
Icondilion. Conveniently located. WD 
.xjildhlc   H'I7. $735. (540) 433-15691 
FOR RENT 
IVK BEDROOMS, f I 1/ABKiH SI 
wohatht. all appliance*, internet, parking 
(excellent   floor   plan   (5401   5tS8-3068| 
SEACH COTTAGE Spend! 
t      Summer      in     OBX!      S400 
•onth      call     Nick     252-573-9251 
v4AINST I135S 5bf.2hrth.W/D.micro 
>SL. basement June   <540| 246-3147| 
BKDROOM. 2 BATH HOUSh 
[Appliance*. Off-Street Parking. Huge! 
looms. 360 North High Street. 
Available   Jury.       $1100.   810-6371 
MOVING/LIVING OFI CAMPUS? <k 
a vvehimuedu/ocUlisling.vhtni. JMU' 
tlticial   site  lor   ofT-campus  IxtuMngJ 
oommates.  and  furniture      Great  li* 
idvcrtiMngsuMcts. rentals! 4 34)817-0721 
AHGI I HIDKOOM APARTMFVT 
ircat location, almcnl new, washer 
Jrycr. divhwasher. no pets. MlMI 
1/06.        $535.        |540)        433-IS69 
ARt.l ONE BEDROOM] 
U'AKIMIM. ClOM to campus 
(ood condition. AC. available 8/06 
*lo     pets.     $410,     (540)     433-1569] 
Summer Sublease in I'heasant Run. May 
hriHigh August 7th larger room SI °-5 0C 
v4onthl>.|ilililicsdiv>dcd4276>492-32M 
Apt • CrawCofd ave. 2bd Ibth. $330 pci 
nonth lull mcldl. (treat location A1 
i) Mn    Walk to JMU  (540) 908-64581 
ROOM     FOR     RENT     May      7uv 
lul>     llsi    New    Ashhy    $250/monlr 
*/o        utilities '     (703)        346-0883 
IXiuhle-widc    trailer.    2    bedroom 
baths.   K   miles   from   JMU   < 
MN    Linn     No    dogs     Rent    frorr 
\ug     thru    May     $400/mo    include* 
lUlities     234-9781     (540)    421-5994 
FOR SALE 
E ELP WANTED 
BAKTBNHNOI $2MVday potential 
s!o experience neccssarsIruinini 
Hovidcd       (80O|9*5-A520      BMJI! 
lot II OHIDI •. »ANII I) N, 
experience necessary Weekend ani 
weekday work Must have dependable 
ransportation. Call for appointment 
indlcvi Caverns, 196-2213 
wi:  PAY up io $75 pet survey 
*. <ictPaidiolhinkcom 
VAN I (IK SAI.fi •»■ ToyotaPrcsia. 
SII.VIK Kum well/ 250K, 
KHKISOHO |804l 852-2722 
sill N SNLXMIIRIVI Kill II II II k' 
s hiring (in May to Sept come work 
nh us -on the river. Good driving 
ecord. outgoing. energetic, able to wort 
weekends,  lull/pan  lime. 800-6can<»e2 
Live this Mimmet at the Beach am 
-ork with lelescope Picturev'Sunray: 
Studio in Ocean City, MLWirgini 
leach. VA Earn up lo SI0.000 00 
lousing is Available. Fur mon 
nhifiii.iiii.il visit our website ant 
APPLY ON-LINK ww» sunrayssludio 
:om or call  1.724.322 1858. E   O 
rxen i m UPWIBTI'STIM 
(iraduating Senior Couple lo I 
in and work at local business Mar 
may have other employment Musi 
have good computer, sales, antl 
clephonc skills May start pan 
immediate!)    (540)    433-1234 
JFBGUARD JOBS Titan Poo 
lanlOt, i* NO* HIRING! Poo 
•lanagers & Lifeguards' lull & Part 
line Positions available in Arlington 
Alexandria. Fairfax, and l.oudoun 
Tontact Kelly at 703-586-756 
email:       kphillips/atitanpoolsooj 
li SIM ss OR MARKETINC 
•4AJOR (o work at local business or 
■ridays and Saturdays and full tinw 
n summer Could lead lo full tirm 
inon    graduation     (540)    433-1234 
ARPENTER    to   build    fence     $10 
to   start,   good   work   move   ur. 
|fasl.    Your    hours     (540)     568-3068 
\( I I I I N| EARNING POTENTIA1 
'osilion open for energetic sell starters 
'art-time hours for Full-time pav Walking! 
ind ow n transportation a must I'leatc cal 
lack at (540) 569-0119(540) 137-2634 
w\i missis [>i> and nigh 
lull*. Apply in person. Jess 
unch  #2      1746  E   Market  Street 
-■ pi 
SUMMER JOB Charlottesvillc Park? 
k Recreation is seeking Summer 
Playground & Iherupcutic Playground 
eader* to work IT this summer. $9 50/hr 
«« details & application, see Job Board 
mw charlottesvillc org (434)970-35721 
PART   TIME   JOB-   Art   you   goot 
at   organizing   things   and 
■OeiMaal?     Do you  have  a  flair  foe 
Marketing"' Interested    in    llexibli 
hours       and       professional      world 
experience with a major financial 
firm?     Start  ASAP   (540) 820-573C 
IIT.P WASH I) (Iraphic Design. Sigr 
nstallation. and Product ion. Full ansl 
hart time emplo>ment.paid vacation ft 
tolidays, eligibility for IRA YMMOUa 
summer 1 emplov ment a neccssily.Appl; 
iy e-mail to \all.'>signpt('r*adelphianel 
Coldwell Banker Commercial Funkhouser Realtors 
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF STUDENT HOUSING 
imW.CBCFiMlHOl-SEK.COM • 434-5150 
Hunters Ridge 
Condominiums 
Madison Gardens Grace Street 
Apartments 
Madison Terrace 
Madison Manoi Hunters Ridge 
Townhomcs 
iS 
Madison Square Large Selection 
of Homes 
Gingerbread House 
715 Port Republic Road 
llarmonburg. VA 22801 
540434-5150 
inli.u tk-l'unkhousei.ciKn 
»nn cbcfunkbouscrconi 
Duke Gardens 
COLDWELL 
BANKER 
COMMERCIAL 
:b'\KHOUSER 
REALTORS 
Mountain View College Station f^ 
liiiiodd spec ijIcvciitM'oftipdn) socking 
w t seasonal work Responsibilitie* 
ncludc setting up and running mflatabli 
.Mines,    tents.    eU Sht>uld    cnjo> 
wing around people Drivers I Kens* 
-eiiuircd Perfect opponuniiv tor siudeni 
-eeking summer work! (804) 747-4401 
WANTED 
HEAVY EQUIPMENT 
OPERATOR 
-Jf i 
I raining for employment. 
Bulldozers, backnoes, load- 
ers, dump trucks, graders. 
Knpen, sxcavaton. Train in 
Virginia. 
National Certification. 
Financial assistance, job placement assistance. 
800-383-7364. 
Associated Training Services. 
www.astn-schools.com 
iRADI ANNO I MIS MAV 
.our parcnLs uvsn smjr house orl 
ovsnliouse and it's close lo IMl'. 
im intcri-stcd in buying it' I will pa> 
*ou $500 il I hu> the property - yoi 
Jon't escii nci'd lo tell sour parent? 
) No hassle - not a real estate jgent 
f'ontacl me - Uri.in Itki. IMAnl s 
TOM        or        (540)        47M74T| 
[AlXII'I KIN losing OHiple vsishesl 
■ rmild our lamils through prisou 
aloplion ol intant or tssim. Husoant 
is himsell adopted and wife corn* 
from .i large extended family. We arel 
some studs aproved Birth parcrMs! 
icriously considering maxing 
klopnon plan, pleaw contact prtej 
ft trancie al inljmdrearnsuaol 
xm     or      703-597-7032     (colkcl 
At,s HEAD 4-MONiX 
Student Summer Rentals, 
eahree/erealts com   (2521   255-6321 
TRAVEL 
IKYDIVEI One Day Finl Jumps from 
13.5001 22 jumper aircraft studeni 
>iscuunls' (iift Cenilicatcsl svsw* 
toilnfitmnf i-nmiMlli'MHiW  
[One totally 
Awesome 
Newspaper for 
your enjoyment! 
twice a week! 
Yea for The Breeze! 
Dog not included 
* 
DO YOU 
READ 
i he Breeze online? 
lit ns know IT you do! 
scud your iiiiiiiiiints to 
Ihi'JiriT/i'i" jinii .(-(In 
I' Is 
I >. i k i ri • i    *lr* 
I hi \sini|s 
Mariiuuli s 
P«.i« 
Sam. 
TUTWILER 
VIRGINIA 
COUNTRY 
STORE 
|.i in 
lellg 
I  risirsis 
Noup Mm 
^i|nt|> 
I  i»||tr & \va 
Also featuring products from companies like: 
Byrd Mill Graves' Mountain 
Pasla Valente Woodpecker farms 
Chile Man Golden Angels 
Shawnee Springs Route 11 
Blue Crab Bay Purely American 
Olde Shenandoah and others. 
Open Monday - Saturday 9am - 5pm 
Tom Tutwller. Owner     540.434.4334     124 S. Main St. 
Register lor an elective that will give you Ihe confidence and eiperien.ee needed lo become a leadej The Army ROTC gives you the leadership skills you 
need lo graduate as a Lieutenant, an Officer in Ihe US Army  . 
ENR
6Ec
LoW.IY.Mi* 
Rappel, play paintball, and learn water survival while developing your leadership skills. 
Register for MSCI 100 or IS490 next semester. 
For class registration and scholarship information, contact kiplinleiajmu.edu or 540-568-3633. 
§-' ipfiild fe In 
"Tie AiH 
Feel 
lie Breeze. 
Read 
The Breeze. 
¥ .* 
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Drumroll please. 
Ernst & Young is proud to announce our newest additions. 
At Ernst & Young we've created an environment that contributes to your growth and success as 
much as you contribute to ours. Welcome to our in-coming class from James Madison University. 
ey.com/us/careers 
Christine Benevento 
Christine Best 
Anderson Braswell 
Laurence Chaw 
Brian Clark 
Casey Crooks 
Jason Gulak 
Spencer Hart 
Joseph Knight 
Nathaniel Liberati 
J.R Smyth III 
FORTUNE' 
COMPANIES _ 
TOW0RKF0RP 
to 
WRITEI 
WANTED 
The Breeze is looking 
for responsible 
students who are 
interested in 
huidling a 
portfolio, 
getting journalism 
experience, and 
leaving a legacy 
at JMU. 
If that's you, e-mail 
breezeed.lornhinmati.com 
for more 
information! 
Audit • Tax • Transaction Advisory Services =U ERNST&YOUNG 
Quality In Everything We Do 
